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Spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy �SP-STS� are employed to investigate the
contrast mechanism and the magnetic structure of Dy films epitaxially grown on W�110�. While relatively
complicated tip preparation procedures were necessary in the past, we now obtain magnetic contrast by
bringing the tip in gentle contact with a ferromagnetic Dy film. Maximum contrast is observed at bias voltages
around −0.9 V. Since highly polarized sample states are not available at the corresponding binding energy, we
suggest that an unoccupied tip state is responsible for the strong magnetic contrast. SP-STS measurements
show three-, four-, or sixfold magnetic contrast. This result can be explained by random azimuthal orientations
of the tip magnetization with respect to the sample’s easy axis. Images of the magnetic domain structure show
a stripe domain pattern which consists of about 40 nm wide domains, the magnetization directions of which
alternate by 60°. This result is a clear proof that the Dy�0001� surface exhibits ferromagnetic order. The domain
walls are identified as Néel walls with a width of 2–5 nm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In rare-earth metals, the competition between indirect ex-
change coupling, magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and magne-
toelastic interaction results in a rich variety of magnetic
structures in single crystals1–4 and multilayers.5–9 Moreover,
the presence of surfaces and interfaces may strongly modify
the bulk magnetic structure of rare-earth metal films and
multilayers. For example, an enhanced surface ferromagnetic
order has been observed for helimagnetic holmium films.10 A
recent resonant soft x-ray scattering study performed by Ott
et al. in Ref. 11 reveals a complex magnetic depth profile for
the phase transition between helimagnetic and ferromagnetic
Dy/W�110� films. Namely, their experiments suggest that
within the surface sensitivity of resonant soft x-ray scatter-
ing, i.e., averaged over about the film’s 20 AL �atomic layer�
underneath the surface and/or vacuum interface, no ferro-
magnetic order exists. Instead, Ott et al.11 propose a so-
called near-surface helimagnetic phase which is character-
ized by a lower value of the helimagnetic angle than in the
bulk. While the spatially averaged physical properties of ex-
tended samples have been investigated in numerous
studies,5,12 only little is known about their surface magnetic
domain structure, mainly because the magnetic correlation
length is expected to be very short and experimental methods
with adequate spatial resolution were not available in the
past.

During the recent two decades, however, spin-polarized
scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy �SP-STM/STS�
emerged as a magnetic imaging technique with an unprec-
edented surface sensitivity and a lateral resolution down to
the atomic scale.13–15 The contrast mechanism bases on the
tunneling magnetoresistance effect which is well known
from planar junctions,16,17 albeit the insulating barrier of pla-
nar junctions is replaced by a vacuum barrier.18 Two mag-
netic electrodes are involved: the surface to be investigated
and the tip. Past experiments were performed with tips which
were fabricated either by etching and polishing of magnetic

bulk material19,20 or by coating a nonmagnetic tip with a
ferro- or antiferromagnetic thin film.21–23

Here, we show that magnetic tips for SP-STM/STS ex-
periments can also be obtained by bringing the tip in singular
gentle contact with a ferromagnetic Dy film which presum-
ably leads to the transfer of a small Dy cluster from the
sample’s surface onto the tip apex. After returning to normal
STM operation parameters, such probe tips provide highest
magnetic contrast at bias voltages of about U=−0.9 V, i.e.,
far away from the binding energy of the highly spin-
polarized Dy surface state and any other sample-related bulk
state. We suggest that the strong magnetic contrast is caused
by a highly spin-polarized unoccupied electronic state of the
Dy cluster. With such tips, we obtain either three-, four-, or
sixfold magnetic contrast which can nicely be explained by
random variations of azimuthal orientations of the tip mag-
netization with respect to the sample’s easy axis. Images of
the magnetic domain structure show a stripe domain pattern
which consists of about 40 nm wide domains, the magneti-
zation direction of which alternate by 60°. This result is a
clear proof that the Dy�0001� surface exhibits ferromagnetic
order, in contrast to the near-surface helimagnetic phase pro-
posed in Ref. 11. The domain walls are identified as Néel
walls with a width of 2–5 nm.

This paper is organized as follows: After a brief introduc-
tion into the experimental setup and the measurement proce-
dures �Sec. II�, we will briefly review the structural, elec-
tronic, and magnetic properties of bulk Dy and the Dy�0001�
surface �Sec. III�. The main results of spin-averaged and
spin-resolved SP-STS will be presented in Sec. IV A and
Sec. IV B, respectively. Spatially resolved data showing the
domain and domain wall structure of Dy/W�110� are shown
in Sec. IV C and the domain walls are analyzed in Sec. IV D.

II. EXPERIMENT

The SP-STM experiments were performed in an ultrahigh
vacuum system with two separate chambers: a preparation
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chamber for the tip and sample treatment and an analysis
chamber for sample surface characterization by means of
low-energy electron diffraction �LEED� and Auger-electron
spectroscopy �AES�. Furthermore, a satellite of the analysis
chamber contains a homebuilt scanning tunneling micro-
scope which operates at temperatures between 20 and 300 K.
We would like to emphasize that within our experimental
setup, not only the sample but the entire microscope includ-
ing the tip is cooled. The base pressure in both chambers is
in the low 10−11 torr range.

A. Tip preparation

We use polycrystalline W tips which are electrochemi-
cally etched ex situ and cleaned in vacuo by a high-
temperature flash at T�2200 K. Two different types of mag-
netic tips were used; antiferromagnetic Cr-coated W tips and
Dy cluster tips. The preparation of Cr-coated tips is de-
scribed in detail in Refs. 14 and 21. In this work, we mainly
used tips with a relatively thick Cr coating layer of at least
100 AL. It is well known that these tips are preferentially
magnetized perpendicular to the tip axis,22,24 i.e., parallel to
the sample’s surface plane and exhibit no stray field. As an
alternative method for obtaining magnetic contrast, flashed
W tips were brought in gentle contact with a Dy film, i.e., by
dipping the tip several nanometers into the film or by switch-
ing off the feedback loop for one scan line while scanning
the Dy surface. Thereby, a Dy cluster is probably transferred
from the sample to the tip upon contact. Our results indicate
that such Dy cluster tips exhibit a strong and stable in-plane
magnetic contrast, which may be caused by the shape aniso-
tropy of the Dy film attached to the relatively flat apex of the
flashed tip. Obviously, the Dy clusters are large enough to be
ferromagnetic at the measurement temperature of 60 K. Oth-
erwise, the �super�paramagnetic behavior of the clusters
would result in vanishing or unstable contrast. Although the
tip properties seem to be less controllable with the latter
method, it has the advantage that it may be repeated as often
as necessary until a satisfactory tip magnetization direction
and polarization is obtained. By adding a modulation voltage
Umod=25 mVrms to the sample bias U and by detecting the
dI /dU signal by lock-in technique, maps of the spin-resolved
differential tunneling conductance dI /dU �magnetic signal�
were recorded simultaneously with the constant-current im-
ages �topography�.

B. Magnetic contrast mechanism

The contrast mechanism of spin-polarized STM has been
explained by Wortmann et al.25 who generalized the Tersoff-
Hamann tunneling theory.26,27 According to this work, the
spin-resolved differential tunneling conductance dI /dU can
be expressed by the sum of a spin-averaged and a spin-
polarized contribution, dI /dUSA and dI /dUSP, respectively:

�1�

where nt and m� t are the spin-averaged and magnetic tip den-

sity of states at the Fermi level, and ns�r�t,eU� and m� s�r�t,eU� the
respective sample properties at the tip position r�t and energy
eU. In this framework, the differential conductance dI /dU
can be decomposed in a spin-averaged part and a spin-
dependent part, where the spin-dependent part is propor-
tional to the projection of m� s onto m� t.

According to Eq. �1�, the magnetic contrast in dI /dU
maps depends on the scalar product of m� t with m� s, or—in
other words—on the projection of m� s onto m� t. In the case of
an in-plane magnetic sample surface with six degenerate
magnetization directions as expected for Dy�0001�, this gen-
erally results in up to six dI /dU signal levels, as schemati-
cally represented in Fig. 1�a�. We have to consider, however,
that the azimuth of the tip magnetization cannot be con-
trolled in our experiment and may accidentally coincide with
high symmetry axes of the sample magnetization. For ex-
ample, it may occur that the tip magnetization m� t lies along
the sample’s easy �Fig. 1�b�� or hard axis �Fig. 1�c��. In these
cases, the angle between m� t and m� s of the domain with the
largest dI /dU signal is �=0° or �=30°, respectively. As
symbolized by hatched lines, this leads to a reduced number
of contrast levels since in each case, magnetization directions
can be found which are mirror symmetric with respect to m� t
and therefore result in the same dI /dU signal. Namely, we
expect four contrast levels if �=0° and only three contrast
levels if �=30°.

III. PROPERTIES OF Dy

A. Bulk properties

Dysprosium �Dy� is a rare-earth metal �REM� which crys-
tallizes in the hcp structure. In the bulk, Dy exhibits two
magnetic phase transitions: a second order phase transition
from paramagnetic to helimagnetic at the Néel temperature
TN=178 K and a first order phase transition from helimag-
netic to ferromagnetic at the Curie temperature TC
=85 K.28,29 Below TN, Dy exhibits ferromagnetic order
within each individual basal �0001� plane but the magnetiza-
tion rotates between adjacent planes thereby forming a heli-
magnetic structure. The angle between the magnetization in
two subsequent basal planes varies between 43° at TN and
26° at TC.29 Below TC, the magnetization lies in the basal

plane along the �21̄1̄0� magnetic easy axes. Consequently,

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the possible orientations of
the tip magnetization m� t �thick arrow� with respect to the six pos-
sible easy axis magnetization directions m� s of Dy �thin arrows�: �a�
0° ���30°, �b� �=30°, and �c� �=0°, resulting in six, four, and
three contrast levels, respectively. � denotes the azimuthal angle
between m� t and m� s of the domain with the largest dI /dU signal.
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six equivalent directions of magnetization are possible. The
spin-resolved results presented in this work are taken at tem-
peratures well below the bulk TC.

B. Thin film growth

The preparation of clean lanthanide-metal surfaces from a
bulk single crystal is almost impossible, not only due to their
extreme reactivity but also because bulk impurities have a
strong tendency of surface segregation.30,31 This problem can
be circumvented by replacing bulk materials with thin films
which can be grown epitaxially onto single-crystalline sur-
faces of refractory metals, such as Mo or W�110�.32 These
REM films contain lower numbers of interstitial �C, N, and
O� and substitutional �Fe and Pd� impurities.33 By selecting
appropriate growth parameters and subsequent annealing
conditions, films with high surface quality can be prepared.
For the work presented here, Dy films with thicknesses rang-
ing from �=14 AL to �=450 AL were prepared by thermal
evaporation onto a W�110� single crystal held at RT and
subsequent annealing. Dy is evaporated from an electron-
beam-heated W crucible at a rate of rDy=9±1 AL/min. Sub-
sequently, the samples are annealed at temperatures between
490 and 680 K for 4 min. For a Dy coverage larger than 14
AL, this process results in continuous and flat Dy films.

As reported previously in Ref. 33, the comparison of the
LEED patterns of clean and Dy-covered W�110� reveals a
Nishiyama-Wassermann epitaxial relationship,34–37 i.e.,

Dy�0001� �W�110� and Dy�01̄10� �W�11̄0�. Our AES data
show a very low impurity level for the most common con-
taminants, such as O and C, and no W signal. The morphol-
ogy of Dy/W�100� films is characterized by the presence of

linear defects, i.e., screw dislocations with b� = �0001� and

misfit-induced edge dislocations with b� = �21̄1̄0�. As we have
shown recently, the dislocation density strongly depends on
the film thickness and on details of the preparation
procedure.38 These defects play a crucial role in the magnetic
structure of the films, especially in thin films where the mag-
netic domain structure is dominated by the interaction be-
tween misfit dislocations and domain walls.38

C. Surface electronic properties

Within the band gap of the �0001� surface-projected bulk,
band structure of all trivalent lanthanides a 5dz2-like surface

state can be found at the �̄ point. This dz2-like surface state
has been observed by means of �inverse� photoelectron
spectroscopy.39 The surface state is characterized by a very
flat band, i.e., low dispersion. It is strongly localized to the
surface layer and can easily be detected by STS since the dz2

orbital extends far into the vacuum.18 In magnetic REM, due
to the interaction with the localized 4f electrons, the surface
state exhibits an exchange splitting that scales with the 4f
magnetic moment.40 This exchange splitting results in an oc-
cupied state below EF with the spin parallel to the 4f spin
�majority spin� and an unoccupied minority spin state.18,41,42

At low temperature �T=10 K�, the majority part of the
Dy�0001� surface state appears at E�−100 meV and the mi-

nority part at E� +400 meV resulting in a spin splitting
�ex�500 meV.40

IV. RESULTS

A. Structural and surface electronic properties

Figure 2 shows spin-averaged dI /dU spectra of the
Dy�0001� surface taken with a clean W tip on 45 AL Dy on
W�110� at T=28 K, T=60 K, and T=125 K, corresponding
to 1/3, 3 /4, and 3/2 of TC, respectively. Irrespective of the
actual measurement temperature, the characteristic double-
peak structure typical for �0001�-terminated surfaces of the
trivalent lanthanides can clearly be recognized. At low tem-
perature, T=28 K, we find peak positions which are consis-
tent with Ref. 40. Similar to previous temperature-dependent
measurements on Tb�0001� and Gd�0001�, the exchange
splitting decreases with increasing temperature, mainly due
to the displacement of the minority part of the surface state
toward EF.43

As shown in Fig. 3, the intensity of the dI /dU signal
which is roughly proportional to the sample’s local density of
states varies only slightly if measured with a nonmagnetic
tip. Figures 3�a� and 3�b� show STM topographs and en-
hanced contrast maps of the spin-averaged dI /dU signal at
U=−0.2 V, respectively, of 90 AL Dy on W�110� taken with
a clean tungsten tip. In contrast to the clean W�110� substrate
which exhibits almost parallel and infinite steps edges �not
shown�, the morphology of the Dy film is dominated by dif-
ferently oriented step edges of finite length. In each case, two
of these steps merge at the point where a screw dislocation
appears on the surface. A more detailed study of these dislo-
cations and a model of their origin can be found in Ref. 38.
The simultaneously measured dI /dU signal of the surface is
almost homogeneous. In fact, a histogram of the dI /dU sig-
nal taken from the lower panel in �b� excluding step edges
shows a rather narrow-peaked behavior with a relative width
at half maximum of 4% only. Contrast enhancement reveals
weak long-range modulations around the core of the screw

FIG. 2. dI /dU spectra of Dy�0001� taken with bare W tips at
T=28 K, T=60 K, and T=125 K. The majority and minority parts
of the 5dz2-like surface state appear as narrow peaks below and
above EF, respectively. The exchange splitting decreases monoto-
nously with increasing temperature.
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dislocations �Fig. 3�b��. We attribute this modulation to the
stress field around the dislocation which decreases with the
inverse of the distance to the dislocation core.44 As we will
show in the next chapter, experiments performed with mag-
netic tips lead to much stronger variations of the dI /dU sig-
nal.

B. Magnetic contrast studies

1. Domain mapping

In the following, we describe spin-resolved STM experi-
ments which have been performed with Dy cluster tips. As
we will point out below, we frequently obtained the strongest
magnetic contrasts at relatively large negative bias voltages,
i.e., far beyond the energetic position of the occupied part of
the Dy surface state. For example, Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� show
the topography and the dI /dU map of 90 AL Dy on W�110�
measured with U=−1.0 V, respectively. While the dI /dU
signal was essentially homogeneous if measured with a clean
W tip �see Fig. 3�, a characteristic pattern with discrete
dI /dU levels can be recognized in Fig. 4�b�. The histogram
of this data set which is plotted in Fig. 4�c� reveals six well-
separated peaks labeled i–vi from lowest to highest intensity
of the dI /dU signal. The measured relative variation of the
dI /dU signal is much larger than in experiments carried out
with nonmagnetic tips �see Fig. 3�c��.

As schematically shown in the inset of Fig. 4�c�, m� t is
tilted by � with respect to domain vi which—since 0° ��
�30° as described in Fig. 1�a�—leads to six different pro-
jections of m� s onto m� t. Considering the sixfold symmetry of
the Dy�0001� surface, it is a straightforward conclusion that
m� s of domain i forms an angle of ±60° with domains ii and
iii, ±120° with m� s of domains iv and v, and is opposed to m� s
of domain vi. The experimentally determined values of the
dI /dU signal intensity for the six domains are summarized in
the second column of Table I. On the basis of Eq. �1�, the
magnetic dI /dU signal can be decomposed in a spin-
averaged part, dI /dUSA, and a spin-dependent part, dI /dUSP.

dI /dUSA can be obtained by calculating the arithmetic aver-
age of the dI /dU values in Table I, resulting in dI /dUSA
=1.22±0.03 a.u. If the tip-sample distance were constant
over all magnetic domains, i.e., in the case of vanishing po-
larization of the total tunneling current, the absolute value of
dI /dUSP for domains with opposite polarization, e.g., do-
mains i and vi in Table I, should be equal. In our case, how-
ever, the total tunneling current was spin polarized resulting
in a slight magnetization-dependent variation of the tip-
sample distance. This effect introduces a small error in the
calculation of �. Based on Eq. �1�, we can solve the follow-
ing equation for the dI /dU signal of each domain n
=i , . . . ,vi;

dI/dUn = dI/dUSA + dI/dUSPn

= dI/dUSA + dI/dUSPcoll
cos�� + �n� , �2�

by using a variational approach. Here, dI /dUSPcoll
is the

spin-polarized contribution in the case of collinear tip and
sample magnetization and �n=0° ,−60° , +60° ,−120° ,
+120° ,180° for n=1, . . . ,6, respectively. For this particular
case, we obtain �= �8±4�°. This result is drawn schemati-
cally in the inset of Fig. 4�c� where m� t and m� s are indicated
by the arrows.

As pointed out in Sec. II B above, m� t and m� s of the do-
main with the largest dI /dU signal may accidentally assume
angles of �=30° or �=0° leading to three or four contrast
levels, respectively �see Figs. 1�b� and 1�c��. For example,
Figs. 4�d� and 4�e� show the topography and the dI /dU map
of 135 AL Dy on W�110�, respectively. The histogram of Fig.
4�e� which is plotted in �f� reveals three contrast levels only.

2. Tunneling spectra

As pointed out in the preceding section, we frequently
obtained the strongest magnetic contrasts at relatively large
negative bias voltages. In order to understand the origin of
this observation, we have measured tunneling spectra within

FIG. 3. �a� STM topographs
and �b� spin-averaged dI /dU
maps of 90 AL Dy on W�110�
measured with a nonmagnetic W
tip. Only a weak modulation of
the dI /dU signal around the screw
dislocations can be recognized. �c�
Histogram of the dI /dU signal
taken from the right panel in �b�
�without step edges� shows a
single peak with a relative width
at half maximum of 4% only �tun-
neling parameters: U=−0.2 V, I
=15 nA, and T=60 K�.
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a large bias range �−2 V�U� +0.8 V� using different non-
magnetic and magnetically coated tips. Figure 5�a� shows a
typical spectrum of the Dy�0001� surface taken with a non-
magnetic W tip. This spectrum is dominated by the occupied
and empty parts of the surface state at U�−0.1 V and U
� +0.4 V, respectively. Note that there is only a small fea-
ture around U=−0.75 V. At high negative sample bias, a

monotonously increasing dI /dU signal is observed. Figures
5�b� and 5�c� show spectra taken with different Dy cluster
tips. Now, both sets of spectra are dominated by a strongly
polarized peak around U=−0.8 V. This structure is typical
for spectra taken with Dy cluster tips, although the actual
position of the “main” peak slightly varies between U=
−0.9 V and U=−0.7 V. Asymmetries as high as A=50% at
the main peak position were frequently measured. We can
exclude that this peak is caused by an electronic state of the
Dy�0001� sample since earlier angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy data reveal that the Dy�0001� surface exhibits
no characteristic electronic features around −0.8 eV below
the Fermi level.45 The occupied state which is closest to the
Fermi level is a �2 bulk band at a binding energy Eb
	1.5 eV. Obviously, this feature is not observed in the STS
spectra of Fig. 5�c�. Probably, the �2 bulk band rapidly de-
cays into the vacuum resulting in a vanishing density of
states at the tip position. Since the dI /dU peaks around U
=−0.8 V cannot be correlated to sample states, we assign
them to highly spin-polarized unoccupied states of the small
Dy cluster at the tip apex. In fact, it is well known that STS
spectra are dominated by tip states at negative bias voltage.46

FIG. 4. �a� Topography and �b� spin-resolved dI /dU map of a 90 AL Dy/W�110� film �T=25 K, U=−1.0 V, and I=30 nA�. �c� The
histogram of the dI /dU map shown in �b� reveals six contrast levels. �d� Topography and �e� spin-resolved dI /dU map of a 90 AL
Dy/W�110� film �T=60 K, U=−0.2 V, and I=15 nA�. �f� The histogram of this dI /dU map shows only three contrast levels.

TABLE I. Analysis of the intensity of the dI /dU signal in Fig.
4�b�.

Domain index
dI

dU
�expt.� �a.u.�

dI

dUSP
�calc.� �a.u.�

i −1.74±0.02 −2.96±0.05

ii −0.449±0.013 −1.66±0.04

iii 0.262±0.012 −0.95±0.04

iv 2.36±0.02 1.14±0.05

v 2.99±0.02 1.77±0.05

vi 3.88±0.02 2.66±0.05
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C. Domain structure of Dy(0001)/W(110)

In an earlier publication, we have shown that the magnetic
domain structure of Dy thin films on W�110� is closely
linked to the morphology.38 In particular, an effective pin-
ning of the domain walls by screw and edge dislocations was
found by correlating growth studies, atomic resolution STM,
and spin-resolved domain images. The results revealed that
for films thicker than 60 AL, the defect density continuously
decreases. Since the domain wall energy increases with in-
creasing film thickness while the potential energy associated
with subsurface defects remains essentially constant, pinning

becomes less and less important as very thick Dy films are
considered.

Figure 6�a� shows the topography and the magnetic struc-
ture of a 4	4 
m2 area of a 450 AL Dy/W�110� film. The
bumpy film topography is caused by the existence of subsur-

face gliding planes with b� = ± 1
2 �0001�. Already in early

stages of the growth, they lead to the relaxation of differently
stacked patches and were overgrown subsequently.38 As can
be seen in the simultaneously measured magnetic dI /dU
map of Fig. 6�b�, the magnetic structure is characterized by a
stripe domain pattern with two types of domains, the mag-
netization direction of which alternate by 60°. These struc-

FIG. 5. Tunneling spectra of 90 AL Dy/W�110� films measured
with different tips �T=52 K and Ustab=−2 V�. � indicates the angle
between m� s and m� t. �a� STS data taken with a bare W tip �Istab

=45 nA�. �b� SP-STS data �top panel� taken with a Dy cluster tip on
four domains with different m� s and asymmetry �bottom� between
the spectra from �=−50° and �=130° �Istab=45 nA�. �c� SP-STS
spectra �top� with a Dy cluster tip on three domains with different
m� s and asymmetry �bottom� between the spectra from �=5° and
�=−115° .

FIG. 6. �a� Differentiated STM topograph and �b� magnetic
dI /dU map of a 4	4 
m2 area of 450 AL Dy/W�110� film �T
=60 K, and U=−0.6 V, and I=30 nA�.
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tures are as long as 800 nm. The width of these stripe do-
mains amounts to about 40 nm and is very regular. Probably,
the large magnetoelastic coupling in Dy results in a rather
limited and regular domain size.

The well-ordered domain structure of thick Dy/W�110�
films allows for a detailed study of m� s. As mentioned before,
adjacent domains are mostly separated by 60° domain walls.
For a domain with a specific m� s, only two 60° domain walls
are possible, namely, with a ±60° rotation of m� s to the adja-
cent domain. These two possible 60° domain walls run along
close-packed directions, as can be seen in Fig. 4�b�. As an
example, domain i is mainly surrounded by patches of do-
mains ii and iii. The magnetic charge �s at an interface be-
tween two regions with magnetizations m� 1 and m� 2 can be
calculated as

�s = n� · �m� 1 − m� 2� , �3�

where n� is the interface normal. It is well known that domain
walls with zero magnetic charges are energetically favorable.
In this framework, the condition for the formation of an
energy-free magnetic interface �page 119 in Ref. 47� is

n� · �m� 1 − m� 2� = 0. �4�

Therefore, domain walls in Dy�0001� which separate patches
of domains i and ii are always oriented along the same crys-

tallographic direction, �21̄1̄0�, while domain walls separating

patches of domains i and iii run along �12̄10�.
This relation may be used to determine m� s of the entire

sample. For example, Fig. 7 shows the magnetization direc-
tions of 90 AL Dy on W�110�. It shall be noted, however,
that without an external field available, we cannot determine
the absolute direction of m� s; two mirror-symmetric solutions
are always possible. A detailed analysis of the domain walls
in Fig. 7 reveals the presence of a few 120° domain walls,
three of which are marked by black ellipses, and one 180°
domain wall �white ellipse�. The spin structure of the differ-
ent domain walls and the dependence of the domain wall
width on the rotation angle will be analyzed in the following
paragraphs.

D. Domain walls

Figure 8 presents a study of the internal spin structure of
domain walls observed on 90 AL Dy/W�110�. Figure 8�a�
shows the domain structure of 90 AL Dy on W�110�. A his-
togram of the dI /dU signal intensity of Fig. 8�a� is shown in
Fig. 8�b�. Figures 8�c�–8�f� show line profiles of the mag-
netic dI /dU signal across two different 60° domain walls, a
120° domain wall, and a 180° domain wall labeled �c�–�f� in
Fig. 8�a�, respectively. The horizontal lines in the domain
wall profiles ��c�–�f�� represent the peak positions in the his-
togram of Fig. 8�b�. While the dI /dU signal changes mo-
notonously for the two 60° domain walls, an extremal dI /dU
value, i.e., a nonmonotonous profile, is observed in the cases
of the 120° domain wall and the 180° domain wall.

In the following, we have compared the experimentally
observed 180° domain wall profile with model calculations.
Two classes of 180° domain walls are considered: Bloch do-

main walls �see Fig. 9�a�� where m� s rotates around the do-
main wall normal, i.e., into the out-of-plane directions in the
wall center, and Néel domain walls �see Fig. 9�b�� where m� s
rotates around a vector within the domain wall such that the
magnetization remains within the film plane. For the quali-
tative conclusions we will draw in the following, it is suffi-
cient to assume the simple tanh-shaped profile of the magne-
tization angle as it is known from domain walls in uniaxial
systems �for further information of the model, see Ref. 47,
Chap. 3.6.1�.  and � are the polar and azimuthal angles of
m� t with respect to the surface normal and m� s of the domain
with the highest dI /dU signal, respectively. Since we know

FIG. 7. �a� STM topograph and �b� magnetic dI /dU map of a 90
AL Dy/W�110� film �T=25 K, U=−1.0 V, and I=21 nA�. The ar-
rows indicate the sample’s local magnetization directions m� s with

easy axes along �21̄1̄0�.
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that the magnetization of our Dy cluster tips is almost per-
fectly in plane, we can choose =0. Under these boundary
conditions, Bloch domain walls—irrespective of the actual
value of �—always maintain their general shape but only the
amplitude varies �lower panel of Fig. 9�a��. In contrast, as
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 9�b�, the shape of Néel

walls depends on �. While a point-or mirror-symmetric do-
main wall profile is obtained for �=0° and �=90°, respec-
tively, the profile becomes asymmetric for 0° ���90°.

Comparison of the experimental 180° domain profile in
Fig. 8�f� with the calculated domain profiles in Fig. 9 reveals
that the domain walls at the Dy/W�110� surface are Néel

FIG. 8. Domain wall profile analysis of a 90 AL Dy/W�110� film. �a� Spin-resolved dI /dU map of 90 AL Dy/W�110� showing the
magnetic domain structure �T=59 K, U=−0.6 V, and I=30 nA�. �b� The histogram of the data shown in �a� reveals six peaks. The directions
of m� s for the domains is indicated in �a� by arrows. �c�–�f� Line profiles and schematic representation of the path of the magnetization for
the domain walls labeled with �c�–�f� in �a�. The profiles of the two 60° domain walls shown in �c� and �d� reveal a domain wall width of
about 2.5 nm.

FIG. 9. Model of 180° domain wall profiles taken with an in-plane sensitive tip where m� t forms an angle � with the x direction. �a� Model
of the m� s projected onto the surface x-y plane �top panel� for a Bloch domain wall with a simple profile, m� s projection �middle�, and the
magnetic dI /dU profile �bottom� on the basis of Eq. �1�. �b� Model of the m� s projected onto the surface x-y plane �top panel� for a Néel
domain wall with a simple profile, m� s projection �middle�, and the magnetic dI /dU profile �bottom�.
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walls. This result is in contrast to the behavior of ferromag-
netic bulk materials which prefer Bloch domain walls be-
cause this avoids internal magnetic charges.47 Furthermore,
the large uniaxial anisotropy along the c axis of bulk Dy
�Refs. 48–50� should also result in the formation of Bloch
domain walls. We have to consider, however, that the surface
magnetic anisotropy differs from the bulk and that the mag-
netization distribution of Bloch walls produces a magnetic
stray field, too. Therefore, the Bloch walls of a ferromagnetic
sample are usually capped with a Néel-type structure.51,52 In
fact, experiments with Cr-coated tips which typically give
out-of-plane sensitivity did not provide any indication for an
out-of-plane component of the surface magnetization. Since
the 120° and 180° domain wall profiles in Figs. 8�e� and 8�f�
exhibit only one point of inflection, we may conclude that
the magnetoelastic energy dominates over the magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy energy at the surface �page 228 in Ref. 47�,
as expected from the large magnetostriction of bulk Dy.53,54

Otherwise, large-angle domain walls would decompose into
several successive 60° domain walls.

Néel domain walls may exhibit two possible paths for the
magnetization inside the domain wall, clockwise and anti-
clockwise. For 60° and 120° domain walls, the magnetiza-
tion will always run along the shortest path since this mini-
mizes the total energy. In the case of 180° domain walls,
however, both rotational senses are energetically degenerate.
The path of the magnetization inside the domain walls is
schematically represented in the insets in Figs. 8�c�–8�f�.
While Eq. �4� dictates that 120° domain walls always run

along �01̄10� directions, no preferential orientation is ob-
tained for 180° domain walls. The observed domain wall
widths amount to 25 and 4.5 nm for 60° and 120° domain
walls.

It is well known that Néel domain walls consist of three
parts, a core with tails on either side. Within the core, the
magnetization direction changes on a lateral scale given by
the effective exchange length 
A / �Ku+Kd�, where A is the
exchange stiffness constant and Ku and Kd are the uniaxial
magnetocrystalline and dipolar magnetic anisotropy energy
density, respectively. According to Ref. 47, the tail width is
determined by wtail	exp−�DKd /Ku, with Euler’s constant
�	0.577 and the film thickness D. Since Kd is much larger

than Ku, soft materials exhibit a sharply localized core and a
very wide tail. Rare-earth metals, in contrast, possess a large
magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the magnetoelastic cou-
pling is very strong. This may result in a Néel tail width
which is comparable to the core width. While the tails are not
visible for the 60° and 120° domain walls shown in Figs.
8�c�–8�e�, it may be recognized by kinks in the dI /dU signal
in Fig. 8�f� showing the 180° domain wall. Our analysis
gives a core width of about 5 nm and tails which are ap-
proximately 3 nm wide. This value is in reasonable agree-
ment with theoretical studies of domain walls in rare earths
performed by Egami and Graham.55 They calculated the spin
structure of 180° domain walls in basal �0001� planes of
ferromagnetic bulk dysprosium, i.e., perpendicular to the do-
main wall orientation in our experiments. Their calculation
considers the exchange interaction up to the fourth nearest
neighbor and only the K2 and K6

6 anisotropy constants for the
anisotropy energy. A very sharp domain wall with a thickness
of t�2 nm was obtained. We speculate that the interaction
of the tails may be responsible for the regularly arranged
domain and domain wall structure observed in Fig. 6.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have imaged the domain and domain wall
structure of thin Dy films which were epitaxially grown on
W�110�. Our spin-polarized STM studies clearly reveal that
the surface of Dy films is ferromagnetically ordered for
thicknesses larger than 14 AL. No evidence of the near-
surface helimagnetic phase could be observed. A sixfold
symmetry of the surface results in domains which are mainly
separated by 60° domain walls. These domains alternate with
a periodicity of about 40 nm. An analysis of domain wall
profiles reveals that the surface is dominated by Néel walls
and the width of the tail is comparable to the core width. The
domain wall width amounts to 2.5, 4.5, and 5 nm for 60°,
120°, and 180° domain walls, respectively.
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